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Abstract: Recommender systems have been well studied and applied both in the
academia and industry recently. However, traditional recommender systems assume that all the users and items are independent and identically distributed. This
assumption ignores the correlation of explicit attributes of both users and items.
Aiming at modeling recommender systems more realistically and interpretably, we
propose a novel and efficient hybrid matrix factorization method which combines
implicit and explicit attributes, and can be used to solve the problem of cold start
and recommender interpretation. Based on the MovieLens datasets, the experimental analysis shows our method is promising and efficient.
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Introduction

As an important service provided through the Internet, the social network has
become an important tool for users to participate in social activities and get information. A large number of data information, such as demographic characteristics,
clicking, friends linking, login information and attributes of items concerned by
users, exist in social networks and can be used for recommender systems, by which
social network sites can provide personalized service, improve the adhesion from
users, and users can improve the efficiency of getting personalized preference information. At present, personalized recommender systems have become an important
application integrated by online social networks.
The precision of rating prediction is one of evaluation indexes in personalized
recommendation systems. Studies have shown that the precision is related to both
recommendation data and methods. In general, recommendation data sets are very
sparse because of users’ reluctance to offer their preference and the restriction of
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privacy protection [28]. Therefore, recommender methods have been recognized
as the main means to improve the precision in academia. Matrix Factorization
(MF) methods are widely used ones in rating prediction. And several matrix factorization methods [4,11,14,15] have been proposed for recommender systems. All
these methods focus on fitting the user-item rating matrix with low-rank approximations, and use it to make further rating predictions. The premise of which has a
low-dimensional factor model that is only influenced by a small number of preference factors [11]. Basic MF (BMF) [24] methods only consider users’ rating data,
and assume that users and items latent factors are independent and identically distributed. This assumption ignores social interactions or connections among users
and relevance among users and items explicit attributes. Considering the relationship among users and items, Ma H. etc. proposed the MF method with explicit
and implicit social relation [16], which uses the relations as constraint of matrix
factorization and improves the rating prediction precision of recommender systems.
However, the method only shows that the relations among users and items has a
positive influence on its overall prediction precision, and cannot indict the relationship between the special users and items. On the other hand, the method can not
give any explanation of the recommendation and solve the cold start problem due
to using latent factors.
In view of the above problem, A Hybrid Matrix Factorization (HMF) method
is proposed in this article. In HMF, users or items factors matrix are composed of
explicit and implicit attributes rather than latent factors. The main innovations in
this paper are as follows: The correlation among users and items are retained in
HMF, more information are utilized rather than the simple assumption independent
and identically distributed of users and items factors; The explicit attributes of
the user and the items are included in factors matrix, so HMF can be used to
recommend new users and new items; A mapping from rating matrix to weights of
explicit attributes is realized, and to some extent interpretation of recommender
can be given.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows.In Section 2, we provide an
overview of several major MF methods and related works. Section 3 presents HMF
method which combines explicit and implicit attributes,and gives the solution.
In Section 4, the results of an empirical analysis are presented, followed by the
conclusions with future work in Section 5.

2.

Related works

Recommender systems are software tools and techniques providing suggestions for
items to be of use to a user [3, 17, 21], and emerged as an independent research
area in the mid-1990s. Driven by Netflix prize especially, the interest about recommender systems has dramatically increased in recent years [12, 13]. According to
different evaluation criteria, recommender systems can be divided into two types:
ranking and rating [1,6, 10]. The former returns a sorting list of items, which users
might be interested in, and the latter predicts possible ratings of users to items.
Ranking is more practical than rating, but the rating is easily achieved to evaluate
the performance of different methods, and it can also be used to give the ranking
list, for which the rating methods are widely used in evaluation about recommender
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systems.Collaborative filtering methods are most classical and frequent ones used
for rating prediction [2, 7, 10, 23]. The methods assume that similar users have the
same preferences and similar items will be selected by same users, and use correlation or similarity among users and items to predict ratings or recommend items for
users. Using the ratings instead of other information, such as demographic, items
attributes, collaborative filtering methods can be widely applied in recommender
systems for their protecting users’ privacy well.
K Nearest Neighbour (KNN) and MF are general methods in collaborative filtering. KNN includes three main methods: user-based [2, 7, 10], item-based [23]
and hybrid methods [26]. In KNN, the similarity values play a double role in
neighborhood-based recommendation methods, allow the selection of trusted neighbors whose ratings are used in the prediction and provide the means to give more or
less importance to these neighbors in the prediction as well. As the recommender
data are so sparse that many methods of KNN focus on their similarity definition. Generally, users’ preference would change dynamically with the time, while
attributes of items remain unchangeable. Items-based methods are superior to the
user-based ones in prediction precision [19]. MF methods are model-based ones.
The basic MF method decomposes user rating matrix R ∈ Rm×n into users’ latent
factors matrix U ∈ Rm×k and items latent factors matrix V ∈ Rn×k . A prediction
rating r̂ij of a user i to a item j is r̂ij = Ui · VjT . In the prediction stage, MF
methods are highly efficient and have higher prediction accuracy than other rating
methods which are not model-based. Therefore, MF methods are classical ones
and widely used in prediction ratings.
Among MF methods, Probability Matrix Factorization (PMF) has been widely
used [22, 24]. Because of sparse rating data, a matrix factorization algorithm with
the regularized RSVD [11] was proposed by Netflix contest winners to prevent
over-fitting data. Regularization can improve the precision of predicted ratings,
and it is widely used in recommender systems. Considering users and items rating biases, Rendle etc. [20] use Biases Probability Matrix Factorization (BPMF)
to eliminate the influence of biases. Because the purchase and rating may affect
mutually, users may accept recommendation from others, and different items attributes factors may be correlated, Ma etc. [15,16] proposed MF methods including
users and items correlation, they use users’ social relations and correlation among
items attributes as constraints in matrix factorization stage. The methods improve
the overall recommendation accuracy and coverage of recommendation items. But
for a single specific user, the method cannot draw a conclusion as to whether the
result is improved. Like general matrix decomposition, the methods can not give
interpretation of results as using latent factors. In order to improve the interpretation of recommended results, Hernando etc. [8] proposed non negative matrix
factorization method (NMF), in which, the value of latent factors is non-negative,
and it avoids meaningless negative value. For improving efficiency, Ortega etc. [18]
proposed group matrix factorization (GMF). In GMF, both users’ preference and
items categories are restricted to the limited class. In fact, GMF method belongs
to the regularization method. In order to solve problem of data sparse, Jiang
etc. [9, 29]use transfer learning methods, which integrate data from different fields
to process the recommendation problem. The methods can better deal with the
problem of data sparseness and improving the accuracy of recommendation. In
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the above MF methods, as preference of users and items are represented by latent
factors, new users and items can not be recommended and can not give an interpretation about results of recommender. HMF, which is proposed in this article,
includes explicit and implicit attributes in factors matrix. Explicit attributes can
be used not only to explain recommendation results, but also to solve the cold start
problem.

3.

Hybrid implicit and explicit attributes matrix
factorization

3.1

Formulation of HMF

For users-items rating matrix R ∈ Rm×n , a rij is i row and column j element in
matrix R, it represents rating of a user i to an item j. As rating data is very
sparse, there is a large number of missing data in matrix. The object of probability
MF methods is to decompose rating matrix R into users latent factors matrix
U ∈ Rm×k and items latent factors matrix V ∈ Rn×k , and to make UVT and R
as close as possible, in which k is the number of latent factors,and k  m, n. In
PMF methods, as U and V are represented by latent factors. They cannot give an
interpretation about a result of recommender. Meanwhile, they assume that the
attribute factors are independent and identically distributed, as a result, the effect
of the correlation among users and items are not considered. HMF is different from
others MF methods which use correlation of users and items explicit attributes as
constrain. It directly represents correlation using explicit attributes factors which
include in users or items factors matrix.
In HMF, explicit and implicit attributes factors are included in matrix U, V.
Explicit attributes factors can reflect correlation among users and items, and implicit attributes factors can represent unknown or complex features which are difficult to indicate. When using explicit attributes, we might give an interpretation
about recommender users or items. Here, users attributes matrix can be represented as U = [Uex , Uim ], in which Uex ∈ Rm×k1 is an explicit attribute matrix
block, and Uim ∈ Rm×k2 is an implicit attribute matrix block, k1 is the number of
explicit attributes, k2 is the number of implicit attributes, k = k1 + k2 is the total
number of factors in user matrix. Like users attributes matrix, items attributes
matrix is represented as V = [Vex , Vim ] .
As it is difficult to to establish relations between users explicit attribute and
items explicit attributes, we firstly consider a situation in which items contain
the explicit attributes, and the user matrix is still using the latent factors matrix.
Then, Vj = [Vjex , Vjim ] , and the cost-function of the HMF method is defined as
follows:
l(U, V) =

X

(rij − Ui VjT ).

rij ∈R
rij 6=∅

The object function of HMF is as follows:
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min

X

(rij − Ui VjT ).

rij ∈R
rij 6=∅

To avoid over fitting, we regularize Ui and Vj , Therefore, the objective function
can be formulated as follows:
In which, λ is coefficient of regularization. As non-negative value of elements in
items matrix is more explicable than arbitrary value. Then, the value of elements
in Ui , Vj are constrained by non-negative, see Eq. (1);
min

X

s.t.v>0

2

2

(rij − Ui VjT ) + λ(kUi k + kVj k ).

(1)

rij ∈R
rij 6=∅

In which, v is the value of elements in items factors.

3.2

Solution of HMF

Both stochastic gradient descent (SGD) [27] and alternating least squares (ALS)
[25] are commonly used methods of matrix decomposition. In this paper, we use an
improved stochastic gradient descent algorithm for HMF. First, we calculate the
partial differences of cost-function respectively about Ui and Vj , see Eqs. (2), (3);
∂l
= −2Vj (rij − Ui VjT ) + 2λUi ,
∂Ui

(2)

∂l
= −2Ui (rij − Ui VjT ) + 2λVj .
∂Vj

(3)

In HMF, Vj includes two components Vjim and Vjex . When using alternating
least squares, Ui , Vjim and Vjex are updated iteratively as follows:
Ui ← Ui + α(Vj (rij − Ui VjT ) − λUi ),

Vjim ← Vjim + α(Ui (rij − Ui VjT ) − λVj ),

Vjex ← Vjex ,

(4)

where α is a learning rate.
To ensure the factors values meaningful, when v < 0, we set v = 0, where
v ∈ Vjim . The value of Vjex always remain the same and cannot be changed. see
Eq. (4). The value of users factors Ui , corresponding explicit attributes of Uex
j ,
reflects the weights of users’ i preference to special explicit attributes of items j.
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3.3

Interpretation and cold start

In MF, as latent factors is used, recommender interpretation is impossible. On the
other hand, as explicit attributes are not directly used in factors matrix of users
and items, we cannot recommend new users or items according its attributes. It is
known as the problem of cold start in recommender systrems. But in HMF, explicit
attributes are used, then interpretation can be given and new users or items can
be recommended.
Users latent factor matrix U can be divided into two parts, Uep and Uip .
ep
U corresponding to explicit attributes of items, Uip corresponding to an explicit
attributes of items. The recommender weight of explicit attributes of items is
calculated as follows:
wrij =

ex T
Uep
i (Vj )
ip
im T
ex T
Uep
i (Vj ) + Ui (Vj )

.

The weights represent extent of users preference to items. When the weights
are greater than a certain threshold, we can recommend new items for user.
In order to solve problems of cold start, we can use explicit attributes of items
to represent its matrix factors. Solving Eq. (1) with the ALS algorithm, we can get
users preference to the items according its explicit attributes. And users preference
matrix is updated as follows:
Ui ← Ui + α(Vjex (rij − Ui (Vjex )T ) − λUi ).
As items facotr matrix are expressed with explicit attributes. Recommender
interpretation is possible about items. Similarly, when the users matrix are represented with hybrid attributes factors, HMF can be used to recommend items for
new users.

4.

Experiments

4.1

Experiments data

In experiments, we select 100k dataset of MovieLens [5]. The data sets were collected by the GroupLens Research Project at the University of Minnesota. It consists of 100,000 ratings (1–5) from 943 users on 1682 movies. Each user has rated
at least 20 movies; Simple demographic info for the users (age, gender, occupation,
zip) and simple genres, title, URL info for items are included. This data has been
cleaned up. Users who had less than 20 ratings or did not have complete demographic information were removed from this data set. About explicit attributes,
we only select genres of movies. As genres include 19 fields, and number of movies
with some special genres is few. We sort genres according its number of movies
and get a list of genres.

4.2

Experiments evaluating indicator

There are many types of evaluation in recommender systems. Precision is commonly used to evaluate the performance of the recommendation method. Typi564
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cally, the ratings R are divided into a training set TrainSet used to optimal factors
matrix of user and items, and a test set TestSet used to evaluate the prediction
accuracy. Two popular measures of accuracy are the Mean Absolute Error (MAE)
and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) are used, see Eqs. (5), (6);
P
(u,i)∈TestSet |rui − r̂ij |
,
(5)
MAE =
|TestSet|
sP
2
(u,i)∈TestSet (rui − r̂ij )
,
(6)
RMSE =
|TestSet|
where |TestSet| is the number of elements in testset.

4.3

Experiments results and analysis

In our Experiments, we test precisions of different number of explicit and implicit
attributes, and 5-fold cross validation method is used. As BPMF method has
higher accuracy than other MF ones, first, we use BPMF as a comparison method,
and the parameters are set as: regularization λ = 0.02, learning rate α = 0.1. The
precision of BPMF with different number of latent factors are shown as Tab. I.
Num.

MAE

RMSE

5
10
15
20
25
30
40

0.7552
0.7533
0.7389
0.7409
0.7400
0.7336
0.7365

0.9779
0.9621
0.9437
0.9483
0.9467
0.9436
0.9400

Tab. I Precision of different number of latent factors using BPMF.
As seen form the Tab. I, when number of latent factors is smaller than 30,
the precision will improve along with the increase of number of latent factors.
MAE = 0.7336 is optimal results. When number of latent factors is 40, it can
cause over-fitting phenomena and precision reducing.
Second, to confirm the HMF effectiveness, we set total number of factors as
5, and results of including different number of explicit factors are given. When
number of explicit attributes is equal to 5, the items factor matrix only include
explicit attributes. The parameters are set as: regularization λ = 0.02, learning
rate α = 0.1. When the number of explicit attributes is n in HMF, top-n attributes
are selected from the genres sort list. The precision with different number of latent
factors are shown as Tab. II.
As shown in Tab. II, when the number of total factors is 5, the results of HMF is
better than BPMF which use latent factors. This is because HMF takes advantage
of the correlation of items and constrains over-fitting caused by sparse rating data.
As users’ preferences are subtle, it is difficult to express it by only using explicit
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Num.

MAE

RMSE

1
2
3
4
5

0.7351
0.7316
0.7396
0.7404
0.7532

0.9392
0.9421
0.9468
0.9458
0.9579

Tab. II Precision of different number of explicit factors using HMF.
attributes, and it is necessary to include implicit attributes in factors matrix. With
ratio of number of explicit attributes increased in factors matrix, the correlation is
greatly enhanced, and functions of implicit attributes are weakened, the precision
will reduce as shown in Tab. II.
Last, we set the number of explicit attributes as 5, and total factors is from 5
to 30. The precision of fixed number of explicit factors using HMF are shown as
Tab. III.
Num.
5
10
15
20
25
30

MAE

RMSE

0.7532
0.7452
0.7443
0.7439
0.7374
0.7372

0.9579
0.9523
0.9529
0.9531
0.9431
0.9411

Tab. III Precision of fixed number of explicit factors using HMF.
Comparing Tab. III with Tab. I, in the same number of factors, we can see that
HMF method is better than BPMF method which only use latent factors methods.
With ratio of number of explicit attributes reduced, precision improving is limited.
It is because the weights of explicit correlation are reduced.

4.4

Recommender new items

When explicit attributes of new items are known, we can use item-based or HMF
to recommend new items for user. In HMF, rating matrix is factorized to item
matrix which includes explicit attributes and user matrix which can be regarded
as the weight of items explicit attributes corresponding. Then, we can use users’
preference matrix of HMF and new items explicit attributes to predict users ratings
to items and recommend new items. In our experiments, items genre is used as
explicit attributes of its factor matrix. We compare the performance of HMF and
item-based methods, and the results is shown in Tab. IV.
From Tab. IV, we can see that HMF is superior to item-based method. It
is because HMF can distinguish different weights of attributes, but item-based
method set same values for all weights of item attributes. As HMF includes explicit
attributes, it also can give an interpretation of recommender results. the item’s
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Method

MAE

RMSE

HMF
Item-based

0.7532
0.9579

0.8051
1.0501

Tab. IV Precision of HMF and Item-based for recommender new items.
explicit attributes which most affected the item to be recommended to the user
can be illustrated.

5.

Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a novel and efficient probabilistic matrix factorization
method which links ratings with explicit attributes of users or items. The method
not only considers the correlation of explicit attributes, but also applicable to solve
the problem of cold start and recommender interpretation. Experimental analysis
on the MovieLens datasets shows the promising future of our proposed method.
As the exponential growth of online social network sites continues, lots of data can
be collected and used. Hybrid more types data will be an interesting research to
improve quantity of recommender.
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